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Asymmetric crustal growth on the Moon indicated
by primitive farside highland materials
Makiko Ohtake1*, Hiroshi Takeda2, Tsuneo Matsunaga3, Yasuhiro Yokota3, Junichi Haruyama1,
Tomokatsu Morota4, Satoru Yamamoto3, Yoshiko Ogawa5, Takahiro Hiroi6, Yuzuru Karouji7,
Kazuto Saiki8 and Paul G. Lucey9

The Moon’s nearside and farside differ in topography1,
crustal thickness2, mare volcanic activity3 and elemental
concentrations4. The origin of this dichotomy is still unclear5–7.
It is also unknown whether the characteristics of the oldest
crust, the anorthositic lunar highlands, reflect a different
magmatic evolution of nearside and farside crust. Based on
analyses of nearside highland rocks8,9, it has been suggested
that nearside crustal growth occurred from an evolved, iron-
rich magma ocean10, but information from the farside highlands
is lacking. Here we apply an empirical algorithm to lunar
reflectance spectra11 from the Kaguya Spectral Profiler and
report that magnesium contents relative to iron of primitive
crustal highland rocks on the farside are higher than on the
nearside. Our findings indicate that the farside crust consists
of rocks that crystallized from less-evolved magma than the
nearside crust. We conclude that the lunar dichotomy is directly
linked to crystallization of the magma ocean and suggest that
the composition of the magma ocean was more primitive at the
time of crustal growth than previously estimated.

The Moon is globally asymmetric in many properties including
topography1, crustal thickness2, mare volcanic activity3 and the
concentration of incompatible elements and Fe4. Knowing the
origin of this lunar dichotomy is important for understanding
both the evolution of the Moon and the solidification history of
all planetary bodies because its large scale indicates an origin that
directly correlates with the early cooling history of a planetary
body. However, previous evidence is not able to specify whether the
dichotomous features are directly produced by the lunar magma
ocean (LMO; refs 6,7,12) or by other secondary processes such as
a large impact13 or mantle overturn5. Thus, research has focused
on several processes14 enabling lateral, global transfer of material
in an effort to account for the observations, such as heterogeneous
accretion of the lunar farside through the very slow impact of
a lunar companion15.

A key geochemical parameter of lunar highland rock for
addressing the origin of dichotomy is the Mg# (Mg/(Mg+ Fe)
in mole per cent) because it provides a degree of differentiation
of the magma ocean at the time of its solidification. Here, Mg#
is used to discuss the origin of dichotomy and to determine the
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cooling history of the LMO. In lunar highland rock, Mg#, with the
Na content of plagioclase feldspar, separates the anorthosites from
more mafic rocks. Most anorthosites exhibit low Mg# relative to
other non-mare rocks, with a mean of about 60 and a typical spread
of 40–70 (ferroan anorthosite; FAN; ref. 9). The lowMg# imprinted
on the few mafic minerals cocrystallizing with the plagioclase is
interpreted to be owing to the evolved, Fe-rich nature of themagma
ocean at the time of plagioclase crystallization. It provided a melt
dense enough for plagioclase flotation10 (the highland crust is
thought to be generated by this mechanism).

However, a few anorthosites16,17, notably some in meteorites
presumably from the lunar farside, exhibit high Mg# (up to
80), which is not consistent with present versions of the magma
ocean crystallization model18 of spatially uniform differentiation
processes. Some of the feldspathic meteorites with low abundance
in incompatible elements have even higher Mg# (ref. 19), up to 90,
though they are thought to be a mixture of FAN and Mg-suite rock
(two main rock types of the lunar highland crust) judging from
their remelted and metamorphosed texture. The source location
and extent of these high-Mg# anorthosites are unknown because
of the lack of available data.

Global Mg# can be estimated from Lunar Prospector γ-ray
spectrometer data, but those data suffer from a low spatial
resolution and a weak Mg signal20. Spectral reflectance in near-
infrared is also sensitive to the Mg# and it provides an independent
measurement of Mg# because of the nonlinear dominance of
near-infrared spectra of the Moon by mafic minerals, most notably
pyroxene. Here, we present and use an algorithm that derives Mg#
from spectral reflectance data to provide a global map of Mg# at
high spatial resolution. We focus on FAN because it is believed to
be the oldest andmost primitive crustal material9.

We apply this algorithm to the global data set obtained by the
Kaguya Spectral Profiler11, which has spectral coverage from 500
to 2,600 nm in 300 bands and a spatial resolution of 500×500m.
We used 26 million spectra after data screening to select data
with a high signal-to-noise ratio and low correction errors. We
binned these spectra into 1 ◦ intervals, with 30 km resolution at the
equator (Supplementary Fig. S1 and 2). The Mg# algorithm uses
spectral absorption angles (Fig. 2b) between 920 and 950 nm that
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Figure 1 |Mafic mineral abundance (vol.%) of the lunar highlands. Dotted circles denote major basins and arrows denote bright craters in the highland
region. Regions with greater than 11 vol.% of mafic mineral abundance and regions with high HCP/LCP ratios (exceeding 0.2) are indicated in sea green. A
cross-section (A–B) is presented in Fig. 2c. The contour lines are drawn at intervals of 1 vol.%. The estimated mafic mineral abundance of the Apollo 16
landing site in this study (7.5) matches the average of Apollo 16 FAN measurements (7.0; ref. 9). Ap16, Apollo 16 landing site; Gb, Giordano Bruno; Ts,
Tsiolkovskiy; Ty, Tycho; FS, Freundlich–Sharonov; DJ, Dirichlet–Jackson. Other abbreviations for basin names are adopted from ref. 13.
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Figure 2 |Mg# of the lunar highlands with representative spectra and example of spatial trend. a, The contour lines are drawn at intervals of 10.
b, Absorption spectra for the Apollo 16 site (−9◦ N, 16◦ E), the farside high-Mg# region (13◦ N, 194◦ E) and the nearside low-Mg# region (−21◦ N, 17◦ E).
Schematic images of θ920−750 and θ950−920 (inset) with a definition of±θ are presented. c, Mg# trend of cross-section A–B plotted as longitude versus
Mg#. Continuous changes of Mg# indicates that a continuous process generated the observed dichotomy of Mg#.
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Figure 3 |Mg# histograms of different data sources. a, Nearside
highlands (including Mg# of the Apollo 16 landing site) and b, farside
highlands estimated in this study. c, Apollo FAN measurements with the
Mg# range of rare magnesian anorthosite in lunar meteorites16,17 indicated.
In c, the solid columns denote Apollo 16 samples collected in the nearside
highlands and the striped columns denote other Apollo samples. The
Apollo 16 FAN measurements (average of 61.5) match our estimate (61.6),
though FAN measurements are dispersed. The average nearside and farside
Mg# differ by 8. Note that the Apollo 16 landing site has higher Mg# than
other nearside areas.

are most directly related to the Mg# because the absorption centre
wavelength changes with Mg# change in mafic minerals. The angle
increases with increasingMg# in assemblages with low-Ca pyroxene
(LCP) as a major mafic mineral component. The Mg# values
are derived by applying this algorithm (including mafic mineral
abundance correction) to a radiative transfer mixing model21 of
lunar material (Methods section and Supplementary Figs S3–S10).
Our algorithm has a ±1 vol.% absolute mafic mineral abundance
error, a ±3.5 relative error of Mg# and a −2.0 to +6.0 absolute
error of Mg#. The presence of high-Ca pyroxene (HCP) possibly
causes large errors in Mg# estimation, but HCP/LCP-uncorrected
Mg# is the minimum for each spectra. Therefore, we discuss
HCP/LCP-uncorrected Mg# here (Fig. 2a). HCP/LCP-corrected
Mg# is presented in Supplementary Fig. S9b.

The derivedmodalmaficmineralogy of the lunar surface (Fig. 1)
indicates that the farside highlands are generally poorer in mafic
mineral components (from 5 to 8 vol.%) than the nearside (from
6 to 9 vol.%) in most areas. This dichotomous difference in mafic
mineral abundance between the nearside and the farside may
have originated from the solidification stage of the crust from
the LMO or the mixing of mafic-rich mare material with the
highland material on the nearside. We think that the latter case
is less likely, as returned highland material from the Apollo 16
landing site, which is quite near the mare region, contained nearly

FAN Magnesian 
anorthosite 

Nearside Farside

Crustal growth 
front 

Figure 4 | Plausible dichotomic crustal growth mechanism of the lunar
highland crust. A schematic cross-section of a plausible crustal growth
mechanism. Colours changing from white to red indicate changes from
higher to lower Mg# of crustal material. Grey indicates the core of the
Moon; green indicates the mantle. In this model, earlier crystallized,
relatively high-Mg# anorthosite rockburgs drift and accumulate in the
farside (early stage not shown) and the magnesian anorthosite crust grows
towards the nearside (dashed arrows) with Mg# decreasing, and results in
FAN crystallizing from the more-evolved LMO in the nearside.

no mare material22. Furthermore, there are locations at a similar
distance from a mare with considerably different mafic mineral
abundance. In addition, we find no increase of the HCP caused
by mare contamination in the near-mare locations (Supplementary
Figs S9 and S11).

The Mg# distribution (Fig. 2a) of the lunar highlands clearly
indicates its dichotomic distribution, with a higher Mg# in the
farside highlands (up to 81.4, which indicates relatively primitive
material) than in the nearside highlands. Representative spectra
presented in Fig. 2b demonstrate that these three spectra have
a similar maximum absorption depth of 980 nm with different
absorption angles between 920.6 and 944.6 nm (a shallower
absorption angle indicates a higher Mg#). The most extensive
high-Mg# region is at the centre of the feldspathic highland
terrain4 around the Freundlich–Sharonov and Dirichlet–Jackson
basins (F–D region; the brighter area in Fig. 2a), where the lowest
abundance of Th (ref. 23) and the maximum crustal thickness24
were detected by Kaguya γ-ray and gravity observations, though
they are not an exact match. This F–D region (from 70 to 81) has
higher values than the Mg# range of known Apollo FAN (from 40
to 70) and may have a more primitive composition than FAN. An
example of geologic context of one of the highest-Mg# regions has
no significant geologic texture, indicating that high Mg# does not
originate in a special context but rather is a nature of the regolith of
these regions (Supplementary Fig. S12).

Mg# seems to vary continuously from the higher farside to the
lower nearside (Fig. 2a and c), indicating a possible continuous
Mg–Fe differentiation mechanism rather than a foreign source
of the farside highland material15. Mare contamination does not
account for the dichotomy because the farside Mg# is higher
than both FAN and mare basalt. Our nearside estimation is more
susceptible to mare contamination, but the Mg# we derived is
similar to the Mg# of known FAN without mare contamination.
Furthermore, highland material from the Apollo 16 landing site
does not indicate sufficient contamination of mare material to
explain the observed Mg# (ref. 22). Contamination by high-Mg#
(magnesian) basin ejecta from South Pole–Aitken and from other
basins is not likely to be the source because the mafic mineral
abundance decreases as the Mg# increases toward the highest-Mg#
region from the surrounding basin in the farside highlands25.

As mentioned above, magnesian anorthosites are detected
from lunar meteorites16,17,19. Magnesian anorthosites as widespread
magma ocean flotation cumulates are problematic because
of the apparent need for Fe-rich melt to enable plagioclase
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flotation10. However, the results here indicate that very high
plagioclase abundances and high-Mg# mafic minerals occur
over vast areas.

We compare our global distributions ofMg# with Apollo sample
data (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S13) including nearside and
farside histograms. The average Mg# for the farside highlands
in our data is 63.3, which is clearly higher than the nearside
average of 55.4; the widths of the distributions are similar. The
estimated Mg# of the Apollo 16 landing site in this study (61.6)
matches well with the average of Apollo 16 FAN measurements
(61.5, Fig. 3c); this result supports the validity of our method.
The range of the Mg# histogram for the nearside (42–69; Fig. 3a)
matches the previously estimated value based on FAN (ref. 9)
and most of the feldspathic lunar meteorite26 measurements
(excluding magnesian anorthosite). The Mg# of the farside ranges
from 45 to 81 and its upper limit is comparable to that of the
magnesian anorthosite in lunar meteorites (Fig. 3b and c). The
average Mg# difference between the nearside and farside (7.9)
is comparable to the difference between FAN and magnesian
anorthosite in lunar meteorites17. The composition inferred from
these results is consistent with the suggested farside origin of
the magnesian anorthosite16,17 in meteorites (Fig. 3c) and may
explain the relatively magnesian nature of Th-poor feldspathic
lunar meteorites26.

The Mg# of the bulk LMO has not been well constrained5
because we do not have samples of lunar mantle materials that
crystallized during the early cooling stage of the LMO. The higher
Mg# in the farside highlands observed in this study indicates higher
Mg# of the melt during plagioclase crystallization than previously
estimated (23–44) based onFANcompositions10. Also, if generation
of the highland crust by plagioclase flotation is assumed with no
major secondary processes, the higher Mg# of the melt during
plagioclase crystallization (which evolved from the bulk LMO)
further indicates the possibility of a higher Mg# of the bulk LMO.
This possibility is useful for estimating the source material of
the Moon relevant to evaluating the suggested impactor origin of
the Moon27 and the giant impact hypothesis28 as the origin of
the Earth–Moon system.

A simple yet plausible model for interpreting our observations is
asymmetric crustal growth (Fig. 4). This view is based on a model6
in which a higher temperature on the nearside caused by thermal
shielding by the Earth generates a surface convectional force
from the nearside to the farside. During the first stage of crustal
formation, plagioclase crystallized and was transported, resulting
in relatively high-Mg# anorthosite rockburgs being generated from
the less-evolved melt and piled up in the equatorial region on
the farside. This was possibly assisted by a surface coriolis force
(generated by the Earth’s gravity) or other dynamic support and
accompanied by efficient segregation of the plagioclase crystal29.
In the second stage, a FAN crust, which crystallized from the
more evolved LMO, forms on the nearside as the crust forms. The
relation between anorthosite Mg# and their solidification age must
be evaluated in the future30.

Our identification of the Mg# dichotomy and high-Mg#
anorthosite crust in the farside highlands emphasizes the need for
study of a new LMO solidification (post-concentric)model.

Methods
Data screening. Data correction and calibration procedures of Spectral Profiler
data are described in ref. 11 and in the Supplementary Fig. S1. We used spectra
with reflectances exceeding 5% at 752.8 nm at all observed wavelengths to avoid
low signal-to-noise ratios and saturated data, phase angles of less than 75◦ to avoid
large errors owing to photometric correction and latitudes below 70◦ to avoid the
effects of shadows for our data analyses.

Averaged 1◦×1◦ spectra. We binned the screened reflectance spectra into 1
◦ intervals, after additional data screening by eliminating irregular reflectances
with values exceeding 4 (reflectance at 1,668.3− average within a bin)/(standard

deviation of a bin) to avoid saturated data. The derived spectra correspond to
surface regolith spectra. We used 200–900 original spectra to derive the 1 ◦ binned
spectra, enough to consider the averaged reflectances as representative of each
location (Supplementary Fig. S1).

Absorption depth for each reflectance spectrum. The continuum is removed
from the averaged reflectance (reference for continuum removal is presented in
Supplementary Fig. S2) by using 752.8 and 1,547.7 nm as contact points. These
wavelengths were selected as an approximation of the contact points for each
spectrum. After removing the continuum, we calculated simple moving averages of
the absorption tominimize the effect of low noise in the offsetmode.

Estimating modal mineralogy and Mg#. The algorithm combines two spectral
parameters (the spectral angles of an absorption depth at 752.8 and 920.6 nm
(θ920–750), and at 920.6 and 944.6 nm (θ950–920)) that relate to the abundance of
mafic minerals and to the Mg# in assemblages with low abundances of HCP. The
mafic mineral absorption depth around 1,000 nm increases with the mafic mineral
abundance, and the absorption centre wavelength decreases with increasing Mg#.
TheMg# values are derived by applying this algorithm to a radiative transfer mixing
model that covers the full range of lunar mineralogy and space-weathering effects.
The algorithm is not strongly influenced by olivine, which in any case is not abun-
dant at the 30 km scale. First,modelled spectra with differentmineralogy parameters
were calculated. Calculated parameters are: mafic mineral abundance (2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 vol.%); Mg# (from 50 to 80 in steps of 2); HCP/LCP ratio (0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15
and 0.20; Mg# in pyroxenes are assumed to be same); and space-weathering degree
(metallic Fe content 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6 vol.%). Themodelled grain
size of each mineral species was selected as 100 µm both to match the average grain
size of lunar regolith and to reproduce the observed spectral parameters of the lunar
surface. Second, equations describing the correlation of certain spectral parameters
to certain mineralogical parameters were derived (Supplementary Table S1). Third,
spectral parameters (OMAT, θ920–750, θ950–920, and HCP/LCP) of the spectra were
calculated (OMAT is a parameter to describe the degree of space weathering;
reference for OMAT is presented in Supplementary Fig. S3). The observed OMAT
values (Supplementary Fig. S7) correspond to ametallic Fe content of 0.9–1.3 vol.%.
The HCP/LCP ratio was derived by counting prebinned individual observed spectra
having an absorption maximum wavelength longer (HCP) or shorter (LCP) than
980 nmwithin a 1 ◦ bin and calculating their ratio. The threshold wavelength of two
pyroxeneswas selected to derive the upper limit of theHCP content (Supplementary
Fig. S8). The presence of HCP in a spectrum results in higher estimated Mg#;
therefore, tominimize errors inMg# estimates caused by the presence ofHCP (up to
±5 if HCP/LCP has 0.1 error), we excluded the high-HCP/LCP-ratio region (greater
than 0.2) and used HCP/LCP-uncorrectedMg# here (Fig. 2a). Fourth, the observed
spectral parameters were applied to the model-derived equations. We estimate that
our modal mineralogy has ±1 vol.% absolute error with a ±3.5 relative error of
Mg# and a−2.0 to+6.0 absolute error of Mg# (see Supplementary Information for
a detailed description of the algorithm errors). Partial melting and crystal growth
caused by meteoroid impact after the crust formation may have generated some of
the observed LCP. However, our results are still valid because the Mg# values of the
newly generated pyroxenes are inherited from their precursors.

Histograms. To generate a histogram of the Spectral Profiler data, we selected
a region of mafic abundance less than 8.5 vol.% for the nearside and less than 7
vol.% for the farside. The upper limit of mafic abundance was set 1 vol.% lower
than the maximum mafic mineral abundance in the nearside and farside highlands
to minimize the effects of mare contamination. We used compiled LCP data from
ref. 9 by selecting data on FAN-suite rocks with a higher confidence class (exceeding
8) to generate a FAN sample histogram.
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